DUNE BEACH

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50.2 ($160,325) and to Elusive Krees'1 p,4,1:51.2 ($78,181), etc. Duneside Perch's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including DUNE IN RED (M) p,2,1:55.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,1:59.9, FLYBEARE (M) p,2,1:59.4, ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,2,1:59.1, KITTITAS p,2,1:59.4, SIR LB'S Z TAM p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:53.4 ($1,355,474) by Duneside Perch, etc. To BROWN FILLY; Consigned by Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

1st Dam

DELIGHT THE EYES.................................. p,3,1:50.2. Dam of:

MISTLETOE SHALEE
NITRILIA p,2,1:54.2 ($405,820)

DELIGHTFUL GRIN
GRIN'S DELIGHT
MARK'S EYES
PANDA'S DELIGHT

2nd Dam

STIENAM'S GIRL p,3,1:53.2. Dam of:

STIENAMS PLACE
STIENAM'S GIRL

3rd Dam

DERBY DAY STARRZZZ p,2,1:56.3

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50.2 ($160,325) and to Elusive Krees'1 p,4,1:51.2 ($78,181), etc. Duneside Perch's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2012 including DUNE IN RED (M) p,2,1:55.2, DEBI DUNE (M) p,2,1:57.4, DUNE RIGHT p,2,1:59.9, FLYBEARE (M) p,2,1:59.4, ALIYAH MARIA (M) p,2,1:59.1, KITTITAS p,2,1:59.4, SIR LB'S Z TAM p,2,1:56.2; 3,1:53.4 ($1,355,474) by Duneside Perch, etc. To BROWN FILLY; Consigned by Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL